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County Agent’s Notes: February 26, 2001
Tree loss may not be a total loss.
As a result of the powerful storms that have moved through our area, many homeowners
have lost valued shade trees that have been important parts of landscapes for generations. The
loss of such trees has been like losing an old friend for many people, not to mention the real
value loss associated with the tree and the cost of cleanup.
Two of our Extension Foresters, Drs. Stephen Dickie and Debbie Gaddis have put
together a short paper on the issue of shade tree loss. Since this may apply to many of you
reading I will include this paper in its entirety for your use with the hope that the information can
help offset some of your losses.
“Casualty losses, including shade trees, not reimbursed through insurance payments are
deductible from income in the year sustained (Internal Revenue Code 165). A casualty is
defined as a sudden, unexpected, and unusual event that renders property (shade trees) unfit for
use. Casualties are caused by natural and external factors such as storms, fire, and theft. It is up
to the owner to document the casualty event and the shade tree destroyed to show this was not a
normal loss. Photographs, newspaper clippings, and other documentation of the casualty will be
adequate proof.
Owners are entitled to a deduction for their loss up to the adjusted basis in the property.
Most homeowners will have a fairly large basis, which is the total cost of the residence, lot and
trees including improvements. Loss not reimbursed by insurance may be deducted up to this
basis.
The “Cost of Cure” method of valuing loss is the only one the Internal Revenue Service
will allow for shade tree damage. This method was published in the “Guide for Plant Appraisal”
(9th Edition) by the International Society of Arboriculture. Essentially the “Cost of Cure”
method allows you to deduct the cost of restoring your property back to pre-casualty conditions.
The “Cost of Cure” loss includes: (1) clean-up costs, including debris and stump removal;
(2) repair and restoration of trees still worth saving; (3) installation and purchase of same-size or
largest possible replacement trees; and (4) post-restoration maintenance during the years it takes
to get trees back to original condition. A landscape appraiser must make the estimate of loss. If
you need an appraiser, a list is available from the Urban Forestry division of the MS Forestry
Commission in Jackson .
The question that remains is: “Is there enough loss to justify hiring an appraiser?” For
shade trees on personal property a loss would have to be greater than 10 percent of the adjusted
gross income (as reported the year of the loss on IRS Form 1040) plus $100. For high income
families shade tree loss alone may not be enough. Home, car, and other damage not covered by
insurance may need to be grouped together to justify a shade tree loss appraisal.
Casualty losses on personal property are reported on IRS Form 4684, Casualties and
Thefts, Section A. Section B is for casualty losses on business and investment property. For
income producing property (like rental homes) the loss will be deductible up to the basis
regardless of the owner’s income level.”
With regard to commercial timber losses, the situation is a little different. To begin with,
when something like this occurs the first thing is to not panic and do something that may be
regretted in the future. Many times the shock of such a major loss as some of you have sustained
will cause anyone to make decisions a little to quickly.
Our recommendation is to first make a thorough evaluation of the loss. Preferably, an
unbiased source of information should be sought out for this. Registered foresters who have no
ties to the wood products industry are excellent sources of information as are personnel with the
Mississippi Forestry Commission. The main idea is to avoid the hasty decision. My personal
suggestion is to at least wait until the situation settles down before making your move. By that
time the proper course of action will likely present itself.
With regard to the monetary loss connected with timber damage, I will advise you to
contact your tax expert. The money you receive from the sale of damaged timber can be
reinvested in timber improvements in order to avoid having to pay taxes on it, but get
professional assistance in making certain the proper procedures are followed.
